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Rector Message, Prof. Meletios-Athanasios Dimopoulos https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Muheg1xlhmM
In a globalized digital era, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA), Greece’s biggest
and oldest university, presents a new initiative on the field of online asynchronous learning aiming to
break the boundaries of time and place and connect students from all around the globe with the core of
Greek culture and the country’s modern academic excellence.
Widely recognized internationally, always on the top rankings, NKUA addresses the international
audience with distance learning courses, sharing with the world important insights and knowledge on
fields of its academic expertise such as Classics and cutting edge research activity.
Be part of the Greek cultural heritage and contemporary identity by delving into an educational
experience that suggests Greek roots, internationally recognized as the fundamentals of Modern
Western Civilization. Follow the top academic faculty of National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
on acquiring knowledge and get interdisciplinary training on subjects of innovative science.

E-Learning University of Athens
Following its long tradition in the development and distribution of e-learning programmes – currently
offering more than 250 programmes in Greek with more than 45,000 graduates - the University of
Athens and its Supplementary Distance Education Programme (E-Learning) of the Center of Continuing
Education and Lifelong Learning launch an interactive platform that gives users a unique learning
experience grounded in new technologies and the use of interactive tools.
Drawing on the expertise of senior academics and experts at the University of Athens our new initiative
introduces English taught e-learning courses in a variety of fields.

Our Asynchronous Online Courses
Either interested in advancing your personal or professional skills and competences, a proper
course has been developed to fit your needs.
A variety of courses in English has already been available covering the following main academic areas:










Arts | Culture (Greek Drama, Archaeology, Greek Philosophy, Mediterranean food and diet
etc.)
Greek Language (Modern Greek, Writing in Greek etc.)
Business | Economics
Coaching
Environment | Architecture
Intangible Cultural Heritage
Nanomedicine | Nanotechnology
Nutrition & Health

With many more under development.
Ultimate aim of our courses is meeting the detected educational needs and the provision of
complementary necessary qualifications in people that wish to amplify their knowledge, gain new
professional skills or enhance their personal development.

Methodology- Certificate
Our online courses combine innovative teaching techniques and interaction with either full personal
academic tutorship or community academic support, through a friendly online educational platform. All
services are provided through LMS Moodle, a trusted worldwide learning platform designed to provide
educators, administrators and learners with a single robust and secure system that creates a
personalized learning environment.
Thus, our courses involve full educational support as well as an ongoing personalized communication
between the tutors and the trainees through an asynchronous model of education. This asynchronous
model offers learners the flexibility to study on their own pace from anywhere around the world.
Each course is certified by NKUA and has been developed in collaboration with researchers and
academics as well as faculty from different schools and departments. Our goal is the constant renewal
and enrichment of the existing material and the development of new programmes in interdisciplinary
subjects - bringing together both students and experts from different fields.
Successful completion leads to a Certificate of Training or a Certificate of Specialized Training.
The first step has already been taken. E-Learning UoA goes international and invites the world to
discover the full range of the available elearning programmes. Enjoy a journey in ancient and modern
Greek culture or enhance your professional skills with one of our online courses.

www.elearninguoa.org
___________________________________________________________________________
*Μore Material | Sample Intro Videos of our Courses
Course: Mediterranean Food and Diet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0EV4GrU53E
Course: Stem cells and Regenerative Medicine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pO4N4w5gLdo
Course: Greek Philosophy - The Art of Living
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBLF0hgp2rk
Course: The arts of ancient Greece | the Birth of Classical Taste
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUwHX00AKaY
Course: The City | An Itinerary from Classical Past to Future https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tny90Znl-og
Course: Design and Optimization of Zero Energy Consumption Buildings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yRHhYFeZ7k
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